
2013 Idaho Rally

NNRC Standings Regional Standings Score Boards Live text

   
14:28   Nelson/Blattner win overall in a 2WD car!  

Derik Nelson and Jake Blattner, who entered the rally the day before the event, have won both
the overall NASA National Rally Championship (NNRC) and regional Sunday rallies in their 2WD
BMW M3. They were able to pull past Chris and Lori O'Driscoll's Open class Subaru - the AWD
team, however, won Saturday's regional event, although by just 5 seconds! It was a good battle.
Third both days was the team of Daniel Rockrohr and Eve Thomason, not far behind in their
Impreza 2.5 Open Lite car.   Paula G.

 
13:58   Car 802 has unintended passenger  

The Rosners reported a wasp was flying around in their Geo Metro all through the final stage!  
Paula G.

 
13:57   Car 15 off on last stage?  

Chuck Wilson and Leelyn Pritchard are trying to repair their Ford Escort and finish the last
stage - OK sign is out and they are not off the road, so sounds like a mechanical issue.   Paula
G.

 
13:55   Cars are coming into the finish in Placerville  

Scores are posted so far for the first half of the rally car field. This is the final stage of the rally
and cars drive right on into the Placerville to load up onto their trailers. Then off to the Idaho
City Community Hall for the awards dinner catered by local restaurant Trudy's.   Paula G.

 
13:06   Car 282 mechanical woes on stage 4  

Car 282 was reported on the side of the road trying to repair something, on Grimes Pass North
2, Stage 4 of the Sunday regional rally.   Paula G.

 
12:18   Car 124 off on Stage 4 of today's rally  

The Subaru Impreza of Ray Piloto/Cory Grunwald has gone off on stage 4, "so far we couldn't
see the car, only the co-driver with the OK sign by the side of the road" as reported by car 238.
  Paula G.

 
12:12   Hoche-Mong flat costs him places - update  

Michel Hoche-Mong/Sameer Parekh suffered a flat tire on Stage 4 of today's rally, dropping him
to eleventh overall from third. It is unknown whether they changed the flat or just slowed to finish
the stage. They are now third in Group 2/CRS-2. Bad luck!   Paula G.

 
11:58   Derik Nelson back in the lead of the NNRC event  

Derik Nelson and Jake Blattner's BMW has pulled back into the lead of the overall NNRC event
as of stage 8 (stage 2 for today's regional CRS rally, which they are also leading). They are
only 17 seconds ahead of the O'Driscolls who gave up their lead, in the regional, and 12
seconds ahead of them in the overall standings.   Paula G.

 
11:49   UTV #34 drive belt problem  
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The Polaris RZR XP900 of Don Milbourn/Glen Petty has stripped the drive belt and they are not
sure they can continue from the finish of stage 4. Fortunately the service area is just down the
road.   Paula G.

 
11:14   Car 181 update  

Car 181 turned out to be low on oil at the finish of stage 2. The resident of the cabin right at the
finish control was there taking pictures and produced two quarts of oil - one was for a chain
saw, however. The engine oil seems to have helped as the quart that Matthew Wrobel and Clint
Owen put in caused the engine to start, and they drove away on the transit! Always nice to get
support from the local residents!   Paula G.

 
11:12   Car 238 rod knock?  

Car 238 reported a rod knock at the start of stage 3 but still completed it with a good time.  
Paula G.

 
11:10   Car 41 leaves stage 2  

Kris Psara/Ian Fahring struck something early in stage 2 and damaged their Subaru Sti. They
took advantage of the opportunity to leave the stage at the spectator area four miles in and
limped back to the service area. Damage is not known at this time.   Paula G.

 
10:33   Car 181 overheating?  

Car 181, Matthew Wrobel and Clint Owen, have pulled off after the finish of Stage 2 to try to
solve an overheating problem.   Paula G.

 
09:53   Car 231 off to side of stage 2  

Reports are in that Car 231, the Kristen and Janice Tabor daughter-mother team, are off to the
side of the road at Pioneerville, partway through stage 2, with their OK sign out.   Paula G.

 
09:31   Class change for Binczewski Legacy #238  

The Subaru Legacy of Matthew and Nic Binczewski has been moved from Open Lite class to
Open/Open 4WD due to engine displacement.   Paula G.

 
09:13   Car 282 hopes to re-enter rally  

Car 282, Henry and Jack Gillow-Wiles, had ECU problems at the start of the first stage today.
They are being towed to the Placerville service area and hope to fix the issue and restart the
rally.   Paula G.

 
08:58   Stage 2 has started- back to 2 minute intervals  

Due to dusty, dry conditions, the rally will continue to run at 2 minute intervals.   Paula G.

 
08:41   Class change for Nelson/Blattner's BMW M3  

Derik Nelson and Jake Blattner's BMW M3 is now in Group 5 and CRS-5 after an engine check
this morning. The speedy pair are still second overall and lead that class. Michel Hoche-Mong
and Sameer Parekh are now the Group 2/CRS-2 leaders.   Paula G.

 
08:38   Stage 2 start held to repack field  

Grimes Pass North 1 will start 15 minutes later than the printed schedule to bunch up the
competitors. The event will return to one-minute intervals as Grimes Pass and Alder Creek
stages will likely not be as dusty as Centerville Road was.   Paula G.
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08:15   Competitors and volunteers pause for breakfast in Placerville  

Since the Centerville stage was run so early, the organizers have allowed a long break for
service and a free breakfast in the old mining town of Placerville. The smell of frying bacon is
filling the town square! This is also the location of the service area for both days of the rally,
and a number of teams and many volunteers camped here last night under the pines.   Paula G.

 
08:02   First stage of the day is complete  

The new Centerville stage is complete, with all cars and UTV/ATV/Moto entrants finishing this
fast county road with banked, wide, turns. This is the first year the event has been able to run
this beautiful stage, but the rally needed to reopen the road by 9:00 AM so that locals could use
it to head to church. Dust caused a change to two minute intervals.   Paula G.

 
07:55   Day Two of the 2013 Idaho Rally has begun!  

The second day of the Idaho Rally started early with a Parc Expose from 6:30 to 7:00 am and a
Drivers' Meeting at 6:45 am. in historic Idaho City. The weather this weekend is terrific: sunny
and warm.   Paula G.

 
18:19   Day One is complete for the 2013 Idaho Rally  

Scores can be viewed (not including road points at this time) on rallydata.com. Several entrants
will have Super Rally scores entered later this evening for the stages they missed. For example,
Bruce Tabor/Kathryn Hansen in Car 222 skipped Stages 3,4 and 5 to work on their brakes but
managed to run Stage 6. Car 945 (Dave Clark/Billy Irvin) did not start Stage 6 but will receive a
Super Rally score for that stage. Watch here for more exciting competition tomorrow!   Paula G.

 
17:13   Scores for Rally will be delayed  

The scores for the rally will be delayed for a short while, but all cars have finished successfully,
as have the UTV/ATV/Moto entrants, whose scores will be posted shortly.   Paula G.

 
16:08   Idaho Rally competitors start last stage of the day  

The rally cars and UTV/ATV/Moto entrants have started the last stage of the day, Harris Creek
West.   Paula G.

 
15:58   Report on DNFs: Car 246, UTV 22 and 187  

Car 246, Dylan Hooker and Jason Griffith, ran out of gas on stage 5 and have DNFd for the
day. UTV 22, Brent and Conner Heck, suffered a broken belt in their engine and did not finish
today - and they were only signed up to run the first day. UTV 187, Tim Hethcox Jr. and Kevin
Klein, had their fuel pump fail. They may run tomorrow.   Paula G.

 
15:30   UTV #430 out with a flat on stage 5  

The sweep car reports that UTV 2 Class, #430, Matt and Wyatt Dorsey, are out on Stage 5 with
a flat. It is unknown if they will continue tomorrow.   Paula G.

 
15:15   UTV # 22 off on Stage 5  

UTV #22, Brent and Conner Heck, are off four miles from the finish of stage 5 with their OK sign
out, reason unknown.   Paula G.

 
15:04   Car 246 off on Stage 5  
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Car 246, Dylan Hooker and Jason Griffith, are off three miles from the finish of Stage 5 with
their OK sign out - problem is unknown.   Paula G.

 
14:30   UTV 911, Casey Hart, DNFs on Stage 4  

Casey Hart was pulled off to the side of stage 4 with the OK sign out and is out for the day. It is
unknown whether he will restart tomorrow.   Paula G.

 
13:07   Car 500 rolled on Stage 3, out for the day  

Car 500, Kevin Kardos and Brian Gottlieb, rolled their Subaru Impreza, damaging the right side
and roof and breaking the windshield. They were eventually able to finish Stage 3 but were not
allowed to finish today's stages. They will be allowed to restart tomorrow under Super Rally
rules if they replace the windshield.   Paula G.

 
12:53   Carl and Rod Marcum lead UTV 1 Class  

The Marcums have finished Stage 3 first in the popular UTV 1 class (9 entrants). 53 seconds
behind them are Brent and Conner Heck, also on a Polaris, with Casey Hart riding solo on a
RZR 900 in third, 7 seconds back from them. Matt and Wyatt Dorsey lead UTV 2 on a Polaris
RZR 800.   Paula G.

 
12:10   Car 206 confirmed DNF on Stage 1  

Car 206, Dustin Embrey and Adam Crane, were unable to repair their car near the start of
Stage 1 and are out for the day. They, and Car 222, can restart tomorrow under Super Rally
rules, where they are given stage times for each uncompleted stage that are five minutes longer
than the hot time for their vehicle class (no additional penalty is assigned, however).   Paula G.

 
12:04   The O'Driscolls lead after 3 stages  

Chris and Lori O'Driscoll have pulled into the lead after three stages with a total score of 34:16,
but Derik Nelson/Jake Blattner are only 12 seconds behind. Daniel Rockrohr and Eve
Thomason are in third in their Impreza 2.5 AWD, another 12 seconds back.   Paula G.

 
12:00   Cars enter service and will be reseeded  

Cars are entering service after Stage 3 and there will be a complete reseed based on the first
three stages.   Paula G.

 
11:59   Cars 41 and 500 off on Stage 3, Car 222 reports they are out  

Car 41, Kris Psara and Ian Fahring are reported off to the side on Stage 3 with the OK sign out
- same for Car 500, Kevin Kardos and Brian Gottlieb, two miles further. Car 222, Bruce Tabor
and Kathryn Hansen, were able to finish Stage 2 but brake problems and a broken part they
need have put them out, on the transit.   Paula G.

 
10:09   Car 206 mechanical problems on Stage 1  

Car 206, Dustin Embry and Adam Crane, are reported off to the side of Stage 1 a tenth of a
mile from the start attempting to fix unidentified mechanical problems.   Paula G.

 
09:56   Derik Nelson leads first stage  

Last minute entry Derik Nelson/Jake Blattner are leading the rally after the first stage in their
2WD M3, four seconds ahead of the Chris and Lori O'Driscoll Subaru WRX, which is AWD -
impressive start!   Paula G.
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09:18   Idaho Rally 2013 has started!  

34 rally cars and 16 UTV/ATV/Motorcycle entries have started Stage 1, Harris Creek West, an
excellent and competitive entry field.   Paula G.

 
  Live Text Overview  

RallyData will be bringing you "Live Text" from the Idaho Rally as the action unfolds during the
rally. While similar to Twitter, Live Text can have more than 140 characters allowing a more
detailed description of what's happening. So come back on Saturday June 8 and check it out.  
Paula G.
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